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ABSTRACT: Titanium oxide (TiO2) nanostructures have been
attracting consistent focus in the past few years because of
their enhanced power in solar-energy conversion. Surface and
interface play a crucial role in the determination of thermo-
dynamic stability and electronic structure of TiO2 nanostruc-
tures. The rutile (110) nanoslab (NS) has been used as a com-
mon subject to investigate the surface relaxation, defect characters,
molecule adsorption, and chemically dynamic reaction of TiO2
nanostructures. Up to date, a long-time standing issue in TiO2
NS, i.e., the general oscillation of structure, surface energy
and electronic property with changing of NS thickness, has not
been clear. We have presented a comprehensive investigation on the relationship between surface and oscillation behavior in the
TiO2 (110) NS by the first-principles calculations accompanied with the wave function analysis. We clearly, for the first time,
pointed out that the dipoles and surface states bonding induced by the surface−surface interactions are the physical origin of
general oscillations in the TiO2 (110) NS. Our findings not only have a new insight into the basic interactions between surfaces
in TiO2 nanostructures, but also provide useful information for tuning the photocatalytic and photovoltaic properties by surface
design.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a versatile material in the fields of
solar-energy capture and utilization. The nanostructure forms
of TiO2 have been considerably attracting worldwide attentions
in the past few years due to their high reactivity and low-cost
benefit in solar-energy conversion processes,1−3 which also
present the possibility of tuning the conversion efficiency in fu-
ture power devices, through either size or morphology control.1,4−7

It is well-known that the surface of TiO2 nanostructures plays a
major role in the determination of their thermodynamic and
electronic properties.7−10 Moreover, surface is the main part in
reactions with solar-ray, water, and functional groups. To
increase the conversion power of TiO2, it is crucial to increase
the surface-to-bulk ratio by decreasing materials size to nano-
meter, where the internal relation between surfaces becomes
fundamental, which tunes the reactivity of nano-TiO2 in both
photocatalytic and photovoltaic applications. In this viewpoint,
efforts to reveal the relationship among size, surface, and elec-
tronic structure of TiO2 nanostructures are in great demand.
As an important prototype of nano-TiO2, the quasi-two-di-

mensional (Q2D) nanoslab (NS) of rutile TiO2 has been used
in theoretically studying the important properties including
surface atomic relaxation,11−15 defect character,16−19 molecule
adsorption,20−30 and reaction barriers,25,26 of rutile TiO2 (110)
surface. It is not only because TiO2 (110) surface is the most
stable one in all low-index surfaces, but also a typical interface

in between semiconducting substrate and active molecules/
groups in liquid environment.29,30 Abundant theoretical and
experimental works have been present probing into the atomic
displacement11−15 and chemical reaction pathway20,23−26 of
pure, reduced, or reconstructed rutile (110) surface. The
possibility of tuning the photovoltaic and photocatalytic
properties of TiO2 (110) NS through surface/size design, and
the interplay between surface and NS thickness, are two impor-
tant aspects under quantum confinemence.31−33 Although there
have been a lot of constructive works, a long-time standing
issue in TiO2 NS has not been clear so far, that is the general
oscillation of structure, surface energy and electronic structure
when the NS thickness is changed.23,24,34−38 These oscillations
have wide impact on the theoretical judgment of chemical re-
activity of TiO2 (110) surface. For example, oscillation of
surface energy (Esurf) affects the thermodynamic stability of
TiO2 NS, and oscillating band gap value also suggests a tunable
photosensitivity which suggests the importance in fabricating
future photoelectric devices based on nano-TiO2. Moreover,
these intrinsic oscillations have close relationship with other
property oscillations of TiO2 (110) surface, e.g., the adsorption
energy,20−30 work function,37 and defect formation energy.39−41
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To date, much few works focusing on the physical origin
of general oscillation in TiO2 (110) NS have been presented.
Bredow et al. studied the oscillation of interlayer distance,
surface and adhesion energy, and electronic structure in TiO2
NS.35 They found the clue of rehybridization of O 2p and Ti 3d
orbitals affecting the oscillation in NS with odd or even TiO2
layers, so-called the ‘odd−even oscillation’. It is the first time
both geometric and electronic factors related with NS sym-
metry was considered. Mitev et al. have also tried to explain the
oscillation in the TiO2 (110) surface properties in terms of
surface lattice dynamics mediating a long-range electrostatic
interaction.38 However, these theories have limits for explaining
all the oscillations based on the TiO2 (110) surface, e.g., ad-
sorption energy, work function, and defect formation
energy.20−30,37,39−41 In fact, the rehybridization of orbitals
presents in nearly all the allotropic or size-decreased nanoma-
terials in certain extent. Why it brings out the intrisic oscillation
in TiO2 (110) NS but not in other nanomaterials, is hard to
understand based on the Bredow’s work. It is well-known that
because of the increasing surface-to-bulk ratio, the surface re-
laxation should play an important role in nanomaterials. There-
fore, a deep understanding of the link between surface relaxation
and the general oscillation in the TiO2 (110) NS is needed in
pursuing the physical origin of oscillation. In this contribution,
a study focusing on the surface effect on both geometric and
electronic structures in TiO2 NS is in great demand.
For this issue, we perform a comprehensive investigation on

the relationship between surface and oscillations in the TiO2
(110) NS by the first-principles calculations accompanied with
the wave function analysis. Importantly, we have had the new
physical insight into the general oscillation of structure, surface
energy and electronic property with changing the thickness
of the TiO2 (110) NS, based on surface−surface interaction,
which is significant for the understanding of the role of surface
in TiO2 nanostructures and provides useful information for
designing TiO2 nanostructures in different applications.

2. METHOD AND COMPUTATION
First-principle calculations are carried out by SIESTA code42−44 in the
framework of density-functional-theory (DFT).45,46 Norm-conserving
pseudopotentials47−49 and local density approximation (LDA)50

exchange-correlation functional are adopted. To give an accurate de-
scription of geometric and electronic structure, semicore states of Ti
atom (3s23p6) are considered. Numerical electron wave functions
are constructed by a double-ζ basis set plus polarization functions
(DZP).51 All numerical integrals are performed on a real space grid
with an equivalent energy cutoff of 150 Ry. The Brillouin zone is
sampled by a dense Monkhorst-Pack 6 × 10 × 1 k-mesh.52 To exclude
the instantaneous interaction between images with other artificial ef-
fects, a vacuum space of at less 25 Å and a slab dipole correction are
adopted in our periodic DFT calculations. Total energy is calculated in
precision of 10−4 eV. Equilibrium structure is obtained by fully atomic
relaxation in the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm when all Hellmann−
Feynman forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å. This setting gives the equi-
librium lattice parameters a (4.555 Å) and c (2.933 Å) of bulk rutile TiO2,
agreeing well with the experiment (a = 4.594 Å and c = 2.959 Å)53 and
other theoretical works.54−56

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before probing into the interaction in the TiO2 (110) NS, we
first study the geometry and electronic structure of an approx-
imately isolated surface in a thick NS without the internal
surface−surface interaction. After structure optimization, we
find that a NS containing 25 TiO2 layers (8 nm thick) gives

well-converged surface relaxation and band gap value (1.65 eV),
as shown in oanels a and b in Figure 1 for the unrelaxed and

relaxed surface, respectively. The clean rutile (110) surface
has two low-coordinated species, i.e., the 5-fold-coordinated Ti
atom (Ti5c), and the 2-fold-coordinated O atom (Ob) bridging
on other two 6-fold-coordinated Ti atoms (Ti6c), as shown in
Figure 1. The surface atoms are fully relaxed compared with the
bulk lattice, seeing Figure 1(b), which has been revealed by
abundant theoretical and experimental works.11−15 The Ob
becomes close to the Ti6c with the Ob-Ti6c bond-length shorten
by 7.2%, and the Ti5c relaxes into the surface with a displace-
ment of 0.456 Å in [1 ̅1 ̅0] direction. These results agree well
with the photoelectron diffraction and low-energy electron
diffraction experiments.14 By minimizing the surface dangling
bonds of the Ob and Ti5c atoms, their relaxation is favorable in
decreasing the surface energy.
An interesting character of the TiO2 (110) surface structure

is the oscillation of interlayer spacing,35 which is defined as the
distance in [110] direction between the averaged positions of
two TiO2 trilayers, as shown in Figure 1a. The oscillation with
increasing the depth, or the TiO2 layer number (L), can be
found in Figure 2a. On the basis of the relaxation of surface Ob
and Ti5c, we propose a totally new mechanism for the changes
of interlayer spacing, which originates from two oppositely
polarized surface dipoles induced by the relaxations of anion Ob
and cation Ti5c in the surface, as shown in Figure 1b. Mulliken
population analysis reveals that, the outward polarized TiO2
unit (pout) around Ob and the inward polarized TiO2 unit (pin)
around Ti5c carry local dipole moments of 2.34 D and −2.34 D,
respectively, where the [110] direction is defined as the positive
direction. These two surface dipoles induce a series of local
dipoles under the first TiO2 layer, which fast decay to less than
0.1 D (absolute value) when L > 9, as shown in Figure 1b and
Figure 2b. The parallel dipoles will interact electrostatically with
each other, and the dipole−dipole interaction energy (Ui) can
be described in the form of
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Figure 1. Structures of (a) unrelaxed and (b) relaxed rutile (110)
surfaces for a 25-layers NS. A TiO2 layer is marked in a blue dash box.
Ti and O atoms are plotted as big blue and small red balls, respectively.
Local dipoles (pout and pin) are plotted in dot ellipses with an arrow
(↑ or ↓) denoting the direction.
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where the first + (or −) sign denotes the interaction between
the same (or opposite) polarized dipoles p1 ⃗ and p2⃗, ε is the
dielectric constant, r12 refers to the distance between the center
of two dipoles, and θ is the angle between p1 ⃗ and r12 ⃗ as shown
in Figure 1b. According to eq 1, the interaction between diagonal
pin and pout (seeing Figure 1b) will enlarge the θ to lower down the
Ui. It gives rise to a puckered surface where all the Ti atoms in pin
and those in pout are not in the same (110) planes but have a small
displacement, and the first and the second TiO2 layers get close to
form a compact double-layer, and so forth, as shown in Figure 1b.
However, the puckering also increases the surface instability. In
order to effectively buffer this lattice instability, the interlayer spac-
ing between the second layer and the third TiO2 layer is enlarged.
Thus the interlayer spacing oscillates with the increasing of L. Note
that, the local dipoles of (110) surface mostly come from the
intrinsic relaxations of Ti5c and Ob but depend less on the charge
population scheme used. We also perform Bader population anal-
ysis57 to calculate the charge transfer, but no fundamental difference
is found. We conclude that the mechanism of local dipoles in
inducing the interlayer-spacing oscillation is intrinsic.

Not only the surface geometry but also the electronic
structure has close relationship with local dipoles in TiO2 (110)
surface. We calculate the energy band structure of surface as
shown in Figure 3(a), where the bands of bulk rutile TiO2 are

also plotted in light lines for comparison. Two degenerated
unoccupied bands and a series of degeneracy-removed occupied
bands are found around Fermi-level (EF) of NS, both lower
than the conduction band minimum (CBM) and the valence
band maximum (VBM) of bulk TiO2. These surface states
are further evidenced by the distribution of the CBM wave
functions on subsurface as well as the bulk characters of the VBM
wave functions shown in Figure 3(b). Why do the surface states
shift downward compared with the bulk bands? Note that, the pin
in the first TiO2 layer has a displacement of about 0.25 Å in [1̅1̅0]
direction from the pout as discussed above. This displacement
induces a net built-in electric field along [1̅1̅0], which decays with
the depth. Consequently, the energy bands close to the surface
are bended down from those of bulk, as illustrated by Figure 4.

Figure 2. Oscillation of (a) interlayer spacing and (b) local dipole
moments in a 25-layers NS versus layer number (L). Dash lines
indicate the converged values.

Figure 3. (a) Energy band structure and (b) VBM/CBM wave func-
tion iso-surfaces of a 25-layers NS. The energy bands of bulk TiO2 are
plotted in cyan (gray) for comparison. The iso-surface level is 0.1.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of energy band bending near the surface
under built-in electric field induced by surface dipoles.
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We find that the bending of surface conduction band is not as
remarkable as that of valence band, which is mostly because that
the highly electronegativity of O atoms in TiO2 surface restricts
the relaxation of the occupied O 2p orbitals and gives rise to
more dispersive energy levels under the CBM (Figure 3a). We
note that, the spatial separation of CBM and VBM should
facilitate the charge separation in TiO2 (110) surface for photo-
catalytic applications. Moreover, the dependence of electronic
structure on local dipoles implies that changing the surface
dipoles, e.g., by surface reduction or decorations, will definitely
tune the photosensitivity of a TiO2 (110) surface. It provides a
new insight into the important role of surface design in obtain-
ing a high-efficiency photocatalytic TiO2 surface.

16−19

On the basis of the picture of local dipoles and the electronic
structure of TiO2 (110) surface, the oscillations in a TiO2 (110)
NS with shortened surface−surface distance and the pronounced
surface−surface interaction can be addressed. To eliminate the
artificial effect from neighboring images in periodic DFT, a
large vacuum space of >25 Å was employed, which can well
promise the effectiveness of results. The TiO2 (110) NS is
classified into two categories according to surface symmetries,35

one of which consists of even number of TiO2 layers with asym-
metric surfaces (NS2m) and another has odd layers with sym-
metric surfaces (NS2m+1), as shown panels in a and b in Figure 5.

As we have discussed above, the dipoles from one surface will
attract (or repel) those from the opposite surface for the asym-
metric (or symmetric) surface−surface pair, which will increase
(or decrease) the stability of NS2m (or NS2m+1). This difference
of stability in NS2m and NS2m+1 can be well-understood by
calculating the surface energy (Esurf), in terms of

= − μE E n S
1
2

( )/surf NS (2)

where ENS and n denote the total energy and the number of
TiO2 units in the NSN (N = 2m or 2m+1, m is an positive
integer), μ is the chemical potential of a TiO2 unit in bulk, and

S refers to the unit cell surface area. The curves of Esurf versus
slab thickness are plotted in Figure 6a. It is found that the Esurf
oscillates between NS2m and NS2m+1 with a hierarchy of Esurf,2m <
Esurf,2m+1, and converges to ∼0.61 eV/Å2 for the NSN with
N > 13, agreeing well with other theoretical works.34−38 This
oscillation proves our speculation of the surface−surface
interaction in TiO2 (110) NS, and evidence the local dipoles.
The direct relation between surface energy and local dipoles

interaction can be also found in Figure 6b, where the surface pin
and pout and the internal pin in NS2m and NS2m+1 vary with NS
thickness. For NS2m+1, the internal dipole moment of pin
converges to nearly zero when N = 13, which is coincident
with the quench of Esurf oscillating amplitude when N = 13 as
shown in Figure 6a. It proves that the oscillation of surface
energy is directly related to the surface−surface interaction in
language of local dipoles. We also find the internal pin in NS2m
in fact does not converge to zero as the surface pin/pout at N =
14, as shown in Figure 6b. In NS2m, the virtual convergence of
surface energy at N = 14 is because of the compensation of sur-
face attraction with upgraded lattice instability when the local
dipoles begin to interact with each other in NS2m. From this
viewpoint, NS2m+1 with fast convergence of both surface energy
and local dipoles should be more representative and eco-
nomical in modeling an isolated TiO2 (110) surface than NS2m.
Because we have excluded the artificial effect from periodic
images, this internal interaction between two surfaces is an
intrinsic property in NS.
Not only the local dipoles have effect on surface−surface

interaction, but also the interaction changes the surface dipoles
for NS2m and NS2m+1, as shown in Figure 6b. In NS2m, the sur-
face attraction reduces the Ui but increases the absolute values
of surface pin and pout. On the other hand, surface dipoles are
suppressed in the NS2m+1 due to surface−surface repulsion and
increased Ui. We find that the sensitivity of pin in surface is
much higher than that of pout in both NSs, illustrated by the
slower convergence of pin (at N = 9) than pout (at N = 4),
because of the higher mobility of Ti5c than Ob. These features
shed light on the well-known oscillation of adsorption energy
(Eads) when a molecule/group is adsorbed on a clean TiO2
(110) surface.20−30 The adsorption energy is defined as the
difference between total energy of water-adsorbed TiO2 (110)
surface and the sum of the energies of clean surface and a water
molecule. Take the case of adsorption of water molecule for
example, the polar H2O could anchor at either Ti5c or Ob site,
which have sensitive dipole moments to NS thickness. Thus the
increased (or decreased) surface dipole moments in NS2m (or
NS2m+1) shows a stronger (or weaker) electrostatic attraction
between water and template NS. Moreover, the charge transfer
and the bonding strength between H2O and NS are different
for NS2m and NS2m+1 due to different charge population of
surface dipoles. Consequently, the adsorption energy oscillates
between NS2m and NS2m+1 with changing the NS thickness.
Furthermore, our results are fully supported by the proposal of
Harris et al.23 that the dissociation of H2O on TiO2 (110)
surface has highly dependence on slab thickness. It is because
the error of dissociation of H2O (in form of OH− and H+) on
Ti5c and Ob sites is raised up, considering the sensitivity dif-
ference of pin and pout, particularly when N < 9. Note that, based
on the picture of surface−surface interaction, a series of energy-
related oscillations in TiO2 (110) surface, e.g., the work func-
tion37 and the defect formation,39−41 can be clarified.
How does the surface−surface interaction influence the

electronic structure of a TiO2 NS? We calculate the band gap

Figure 5. Relaxed structures of NS2m and NS2m+1. Local dipoles (pout
and pin) are plotted in dot ellipses with an arrow (↑ or ↓) denoting
their directions.
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value (Egap) of a series of NSN (2 ≤ N ≤ 20), and find that Egap
also oscillates between NS2m and NS2 m+1, known as ‘odd−even
oscillation’,34−38,58 as shown in Figure 6c. The Egap of NS2m (or
NS2m+1) decreases (or increases) when the slab thickness is
increased. To understand this oscillation, it is better to
separately consider the variation of CBM and VBM energy
levels.35 As shown in Figure 6d, we find a synchronous oscilla-
tion of CBM as Egap, and a monotonic decrease of VBM, with
decreasing of thickness. The oscillation of CBM does not
follow the well-known monotonic variation of energy level
under quantum-confinement effect (QCE). This distinct
behavior has close relationship with the interaction of surface
states between two opposite surfaces. Taking NS10 and NS11 for
examples, as shown in Figure 7, the VBM of both NS2m and
NS2m+1 have characteristics of bulk O 2p orbital (left panels in c
and d in Figure 7). However, the CBM distribution is different
for NS2m and NS2m+1, seeing the right panels of c and d in
Figure 7, where the CBM states in NS2m are mainly contributed
by separated Ti 3d orbitals localized on distant subsurfaces, but
they overlap and bond with each other in NS2m+1. This new
bonding in NS2m+1 suggest that, the CBM downshift and the
band gap narrowing should come from the high kinetic energy
of Ti 3d orbitals, the favorable bonding angles, and the large
orbital overlapping in NS2m+1 with symmetric surfaces. Thus it
gives rise to the odd−even oscillation between NS2m and
NS2m+1. The effect of bonding between different surface states
should be called as the surface-bonding effect (SBE),
competing with the conventional quantum-confinement effect
(QCE) in decreasing the band gap in NS2m+1, which can be
better understood by the illustrative picture of Figure 8. On the

other hand, the high built-in electric field induced by surface−
surface attraction, the unfavorable bonding angle, and the less
overlapping all restrict the surface-bonding in NS2m. It explains
the nonbonding and localization of CBM states in NS2m shown
in Figure 7(c).
Note that our theory based on the local dipoles and surface

bonding effect fully supports the findings by Bredow et al. of
the oscillations in interlayer distance, surface energy, and
electronic structure.35 In our opinion, the rehybridization of O
2p and Ti 3d orbitals described in their work is an intermediate
effect in the local dipoles interaction and surface bonding.
Meanwhile, our findings directly links to the relaxation of low-
coordinated Ti5c and Ob in minimizing the surface dangling
bonds, which is fundamental. Moreover, it explains all the other
oscillations reported in literatures about the TiO2 (110) NS/
surface, including the well-known oscillation of water-molecules
adsorption energy and the uncertainty of water dissociation
on a clean TiO2 (110) surface.34−38,58 For the oscillation of
electronic structure, the role of bonding between surface states
is clarified for the first time, which is different from interactions
in an isolated (110) surface. Importantly, our findings of the
bonding/nonbonding nature of the TiO2 (110) surfaces hint
that, in a quasi-two-dimensional system, the surfaces are atom-
like for internal interactions. These findings not only
complement the understanding of the fundamental interactions
and properties in low-dimensional materials, but also have
directive significance for utilizing the surface-bonding effect in
designing low-dimensional materials with tuned band gaps for
photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications.

Figure 6. (a) Surface energy, (b) dipole moments in surface and near the NS center, (c) band gap value, and (d) CBM/VBM levels of a series of
NSN (2 ≤ N ≤ 20).
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4. CONCLUSION
We have comprehensively studied the structure and electronic
properties of both the isolated TiO2 (110) surface and the
quasi-two-dimensional TiO2 (110) nanoslab by the first-
principles calculations accompanied with wave function
analysis. The long-time standing issue, a general oscillation of
structure, surface energy and electronic property in the TiO2
(110) surface and NS are quantitatively pursued by considering

surface dipoles and surface−surface interactions. Theoretical
results showed that the relaxation of surface low-coordinated
atoms (Ob and Ti5c) gives rise to oppositely polarized TiO2
dipoles on the (110) surface, which further induces a series of
local dipoles deep into bulk. The dipole−dipole interaction
takes responsibility for the oscillation of both interlayer spacing
and adsorption energy of the TiO2 (110) surface. When two
surfaces are close in a TiO2 (110) NS, internal surface−surface
interaction increases (or decreases) the surface stability of the
NS containing even (or odd) TiO2 layers, and gives rise to
bonding/nonbonding nature of surface states, which well-
explains the oscillations of surface energy and band gap values.
The surface bonding/nonbonding suggested that, in a nanoslab
system, the surfaces are atom-like. Our findings complement
the understanding of the basic interactions in low-dimensional
materials and shows the significance of surface design in
exploiting potential photovoltaic and photocatalytic nanoma-
terials.
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